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Keep us updated! Email your news to huntsman@usu.edu.

‘70s

Gail E. Baird ’72, is a Recovery Specialist at Bureau of Homeland Security.
Brian Leigh Johnson ’73, works as a Financial Services Professional for Collect America.
Thomas D. Arndt ’76, works as a Chief Market Development Officer for Bellin.
Eric M. Miyajima ’76, is the VP Residential Loan Manager at American Savings Bank.
Bryan Rock ’78, works as a Global Enterprise Manager for NETAPP.
Miles Boyd Stephens ’78, is the Finance VP at Carma.
John B. Ure ’78, works as the CEO of Shape Up Outlets.
Bruce H. Allred ’79, is an Investment Banker at MCM Group.
Douglas K. Baldwin ’79, works as a Director for Lenovo.

‘80s

Eileen P. Campbell ’80, is a Financial Controller at Postene Service.
Kent DeHart ’80, is the SVP and Business Banking Manager for First Utah Bank.
Richard Lynn Johnson ’80, is a Program Manager at Nu Skin International.
Barbara Miller ’80, works as a VP for Onsite Medical Providers.
Lori T. Piscopo ’80, is the Chief Development Officer at Intermountain Medical Group.
David Rodee ’80, works as the CFO for Sorenson Companies.
Larry W. Saffron ’80, is an Accountant at Apogee Instruments.
Michael Christiansen ’81, is the CFO and Managing Director for Weld & Company.
Kelly King ’81, is a Regional Sales Manager at Storopack.
P. James Hirschak, Jr ’82, works as a Senior Associate for APChex International.
Robert O. Jenkins ’82, is the President of Vali Information Systems.
Todd Kent ’82, is the Dean of Faculty for The University of Utah Asia Campus.
Anthony L. Stephenson ’82, works as an Engineering Manager for Ottobock Healthcare.
Deanne Barker ’84, is a District Data Specialist at the Soda Springs School District.
Colleen Elizabeth Davidson ’84, is a General Sales Manager at Entercom.
Merril S. Davis ’85, is the President and COO of Auto Trakk.
Curtis W. Anderson ’86, is the SVP at Rock Canyon Bank.
Paul A. Jones ’86, works as the Chief Leadership Development Officer for USANA.
Michael Spilker ’86, is an Audit Partner at Hinton Burdick CPAs and Advisors.
Clay Swain ’86, works as the VP of Sales and Marketing for Summit Interconnect.
Corey D. Holm ’87, is the CFO at Parallon Salt Lake City Supply Chain Services.
Earl Stephenson ’87, is a Controller of Projects and Technology Group at Energy Solutions.
Daniel K. Bell ’88, is a Senior Data Warehouse Architect for Young Living Essential Oils.
Charles Leonard ’88, is the President and CEO of Ogden/Weber Chamber of Commerce.

‘90s

Nathan H. Abegg ’90, is a Partner at KPMG.
SharLyn Hodson ’90, works as a National Director of Projects for Track Group.
Dan Peterson ’90, CEO at Spartan College of Aeronautics and Technology.
data guru

Niel Nickolaisen, ’83 BS & ’09 MBA, also received his Masters of Engineering from MIT. Niel began his career in mechanical engineering, but for the past 20 years he has held leadership roles in information technology. Niel has developed several repeatable models and methods that generate positive results quickly. These models are described in his two books about agile leadership and his hundreds of articles on the many aspects of IT leadership. Niel is currently the Chief Technology / Chief Information Officer at OC Tanner. His team not only provides technology support to their global business but also develops the software products their clients use to manage their employee recognition and engagement programs. Niel has received numerous IT leadership awards but his favorite was in 2015 when he was named the most prescient IT leader by 2,500 other IT executives.

Niel and his wife Karen met at USU where she was a member of the national championship volleyball team. Niel and Karen have three sons and do a significant amount of volunteer work focused on helping those who struggle with employment, addiction, and mental health issues. Niel believes that “each of us has some “super power” - one thing that we do better than anyone. The key to life is figuring out what that one thing is and building it into something we are passionate about and generates value. If we can do that life is grand.”
Gracie is currently helping run a marketing department for an IT company. "I acquired a ton of skills and experiences while at PetSmart. I became certified in HubSpot, attended conferences, and learned real corporate lingo." However, she believes that starting at small and medium sized businesses can be more beneficial because of the hands-on opportunities and more exposure. She explains, "Once you have the skills, you can apply to any big name that you want and get a higher-level job." After being a marketing coordinator, Gracie found a Digital Marketing Manager position and negotiated a salary that doubled what she had been previously paid. After only six months, Gracie was approached for her previous position and negotiated a salary that doubled what she had been previously paid. "I mention the negotiation part, not so much to brag, but to remind others that it is possible to compete with only a few years out of school."

Gracie is currently helping run a marketing department for an IT company that is on track to go from $20 million to $50 million in two years due to integrated marketing programs and processes. She oversees website updates, brand design, blogging, paid and organic social, sales and marketing operations, product marketing, project management for our team, and content creation.

The advice Gracie gives all her interns is to find their dream jobs on LinkedIn, look at the job descriptions and see where their current skills are compared to where they want to go. "It doesn’t need to be several years of extensive experience, just enough to be able to do your dream job well. Be able to speak to how your experiences or training correlate to the skills and experiences that the hiring manager is looking for. I graduated two years ago and I’m in a position that suggested five years of experience."

Kerry J. Easthope ’99, works as an Area Finance Officer for Kaiser Permanente
Jeffrey A. Hamula ’99, is a Senior Manager and Risk at TD.
Tate David Lapray ’99, is a Sales Rep at Becton Dickinson & Company.
Mark Gordon Lind ’99, works as a Web Developer for Deseret Digital Media.
Scott Merl McCullough ’99, is an Attorney for The McCullough Group.
Brent L. Palmer ’99, works as a Finance Manager for Deseret Trust.
Douglas J Christiansen ’00, is a Sr Manager Analytics at United Health Care.
Jeffrey K. Coleman ’00, works as a Seminary Teacher for LDS CES.
Kendy Ferguson ’00, is a Marketing Coordinator and Graphic Artist at Reavely Engineers.
Wyatt Hadlock ’00, works as a Sr. Computer Programmer/Analyst for Intofax Systems.
Andrew Jonathan Hiller ’00, is the CEO of Atrium Investments.
Chad M. Ladow ’00, works as a Sr. Web Developer for Equitable Life & Casualty Insurance.
Robert T. Larson ’00, is a Director at KPMG.
William M. Lodder ’00, works as a Director of Financial Planning and Analysis for Signature Products Group.
Brittney E. Sheen ’00, works as a Realtor for Golden Spike Realty.
Alan K. Barlow ’01, is the CEO for Indian Health Service.
Dennis C. Beere ’01, works as a Project Manager at Wal-Mart Stores.
Jamie S. Birch ’01, works as a Finance Manager for ARTCO.
Ingrid Blankevoort ’01, is a Managing Partner at Solares.
Jason L. Boyle ’01, works as a Sr Manager Sales Operations for Myriad Genetics.
Steven J Christensen ’01, is a Buyer at Neways.
Michael T. Cordova ’01, is the CFO for K2 Pure Solutions.
Celeina K. Cullum ’01, is the Internal Controls Director at WW Clyde & Co.
Barbara A. Hanson ’01, is a CPA for Hinton Burdick CPAs and Advisors.
Joshua D. Jeppson ’01, is a VP Business Development at MaritzCX.
David A. Lamb ’01, works as a Product Manager-Telehealth for University of Utah Health Care.
Jordan E. Needles ’01, works as a Consultant for MidMarket Guide.
Daniel S. Peck ’01, is a Commercial Relationship Manager at Zions First National Bank.
Yan C. Purba ’01, works as a CFO for Larry H. Miller Group of Companies.
Ryan L. Snow ’01, is a Controller at Burdick Materials.
Matthew S. Toone ’01, is the AVP Marketing for Merit Medical Systems.
Benjamin Lester West ’01, is a Principal Software Engineer at Ancestry.com.
Jonathan E. Woods ’01, works as a Risk and Technology Assurance for Deloitte & Touche.
Cherissa R. Alldredge ’02, is an ADA Compliance Officer at Utah Transit Authority.
Richard H. Andrus ’02, works as a Senior Counsel for Hawkins Companies.
Kary M. Burke ’02, works as a VP Information Technologies for Maggie Sottero Designs.
Jonathan J. Haroldsen ’02, works as an IT Manager for OC Tanner.
Benjamin H. Riley ’02, works as the VP of Sales, North America for Young Living Essential Oils.
Jeremy L. Stewart ’02, is a System Administrator at Zions First National Bank.
Heather Allen ’03, works as a Senior Tax Manager for Tanner L.I.C.
Jacob Barker ’03, is a Partner at Jones Simkins.
Benji Baumann ’03, works as the CFO for Cache Valley Hospital.
Scott Brown ’03, works in IT at America First Credit Union.
Robinushman ’03, works as a Quality Manager for Set Point.
Jeremy T. Drake ’03, works as a Project Manager for Ductworks.
Levi Fisk ’03, is a Global Director-Quality and Process Improvement at IHS Markit.
Amy B. Greenhalgh ’03, works as a Marketing Coordinator for Brigham City Community Hospital.

Bradley Curtis Turpen ’99, is the COO at Valor Health.
Putting Down Roots

Jake Peterson ’11 Accounting & ’12 Masters of Accounting, was a senior and Kristina Peterson ’11 Marketing, was a freshman when they met at Logan High School. After Jake returned from his church service mission and a year at BYU he transferred to Utah State. He reached out to Kristina, a University Ambassador, for help with class registration. “She asked what classes I needed or wanted for my major and I asked, “What classes are you taking?” I then registered for just about every class she was in. That was one of the smartest moves of my life!” They were married in December 2009.

Jake and Kristina were voted by their peers as “most likely to stay in Cache Valley,” so they made sure to live up to that status and really wouldn’t have it any other way. They have two darling children and are raising them in their favorite valley on earth. Not only do they love the area, but both of their families live in Logan, it’s the home of the Aggies, and they love their careers.

Jake is currently the CFO and COO of Mountain States Property Management which develops, constructs, and operates high end apartment communities, single family lots, and commercial office and retail spaces.

Five years ago, Kristina opened the Logan office of Nexeo HR Solutions, a HR Solutions company that focuses on recruitment and staffing. Prior to working at Nexeo, Kristina worked for two years in marketing, sales, and account management at JJ Cole Collections, a boutique juvenile brand.

Kristina’s advice to recent graduates: Be true to your personality in whatever position you hold. Take risks. Trust your gut. Work hard. Challenge yourself. And don’t ever forget to help others along the way.

Jake’s advice to current students: Go to every football and basketball game. Go skiing every weekend. Become a True Aggie. Make as many friends as possible, your college friends will probably be your best friends for the rest of your life. You only go to college once, you have the rest of your life to work and worry about business.
An Entrepreneurial Spirit

Jesse Randall ’09, Finance, Economics, & International Studies, is now the CEO of dripdrip. Jesse has been highly entrepreneurial by founding several of his own companies and working with over 150 digital startups. Currently running a boutique marketing agency, Jesse focuses on scaling human-to-human communication mediums. “I take anything that a human usually does, then apply tech that allows us to scale it up to more than a person could do alone. I love my work.” Jesse is proud of the companies he has founded and is aiming for his first $1 million in revenue in the very near future.

For Jesse, his four beautiful children and incredible wife are the most important things in his life. He recently completed his first Ironman race and has subsequently become obsessed with the sport. To current students or recent graduates, Jesse shares that there is no better way to learn business than by being an entrepreneur, despite it also being very risky and not following a typical career path. His advice is to work for two to five years before pursuing graduate school or entrepreneurial dreams. “You’ll be glad you had that time in the saddle learning on someone else’s dime. It makes both graduate work and an entrepreneurial venture much more meaningful.”

Katherine Gildea ’06, works as a Director of Admissions for Salt Lake Community College.
Justin Moore Humphreys ’06, is an Advisory Director at KPMG.
Daniel Todd Orchard ’06, is a General Manager, Emerging Markets at Scentsy.
J. Marie Pehrson ’06, works as a Finance Manager for Merit Medical Systems.
Jay Robert Salmon ’06, is a Director at Morgan Stanley Wealth Management.
Jason D. Sleigh ’06, works as a Sr Audit Manager for Jones Simkins.
Melanie I. Sorensen ’06, is an Accountant at L-3 Communications.
Todd Lane Stewart ’06, works as a Chief Credit Officer for Rock Canyon Bank.
Justin C. Whitworth ’06, is a Manager at Strata Fund Services.
Rick E. Arnell ’07, works as a Tax Manager for Jones Simkins.
Isaac C. Byrd ’07, is a General Manager at American Express Centurion Bank.
Micah W. Capener ’07, works as a Principal Broker for Capener Losee Real Estate.
Kevin D. Federico ’07, is a Tax Manager at Jones Simkins.
Heather A. Hulse ’07, works as an Accountant for Atomic Jolt.
Alden T. Moon ’07, is an Audit Manager at Eide Bailly.
Anne Richey ’07, works as a HR Generalist for Intermountain Medical Group.
Ryan Roe ’07, is an Advisory Manager at KPMG.
Eric B. Whiting ’07, works as an Attorney for York Howell & Guyman.
David Thomas Yates ’07, is a CPA at Davis & Bott.
Tori Jo Andersen ’08, is the Owner/CEO of Sassy Steals.
Andrew R. Bingham ’08, is a Financial Advisor at St. Bernard Financial Services.
Brock R. Champlin ’08, is an HR Supervisor for 3M.
James Martin Clark ’08, is a Bank Partnership Manager at WebBank.
Richard B. Clark ’08, works as a Financial Advisor for Edward Jones Investments.
Randy B. Dean ’08, is an Account Executive at AccessData.
Seth Carr Greer ’08, works as an Agile PLM Analyst for USANA.
Jeffrey R. Harding ’08, is a VP Finance & Operations at Doba Enterprise.
Adam E. Huggins ’08, works as a Tax Manager for Jones Simkins.
Cameron J. Lee ’08, is a Senior Value Engineer at Domo.
Brandon C. Markle ’08, works as a Product Manager for USANA.
Cameron J. Lee ’08, is a Senior Value Engineer at Domo.

Kenny Erwin Soetipto ’08, is a Web Application Developer at RXp Services Limited.
Bryan E. Stevenson ’08, works as a Managing Director for Black Cliff Capital.
Emily Stokes ’08, is a Major Gifts Officer at Logan Regional Hospital.
Eric T. Tunbridge ’08, is a Senior Product Manager at US Bancorp.
Jase Allen ’09, is an Attorney for Allen Law Office.
Brian Ray Anderson ’09, is an HR Business Partner at PEGUS Research.
Nora Anderson ’09, works as a VP Finance for Clarke Capital Partners.
Keara C. Balls ’09, is a Web Developer at Bamboom HR.
Casey J. Barrus ’09, works as an Assurance Senior Manager for Eide Bailly.
Brad Kenyon Carpenter ’09, is a Manager—Customer Support at EMC Dell.
Heather Clifford ’09, works as a Sr Supply Chain Manager for Edwards Lifesciences.
Jeffrey J. Fielding ’09, is a Hedge Fund Accountant at Strata Fund Services.
Jesse R. Gibbs ’09, works as a Franchise Support for Harris Research.
Rustin Ray Hansen ’09, is a Technical Accountant at Strata Fund Services.
Jeremiah Shane Honsvick ’09, works in Operations for Bay Area Underpinning.
Kara Kunz ’09, works as a Director of Finance at Weiser Memorial Hospital.

Maile Lauret ’09, is a Tax Manager at Merit Medical Systems.

Kenneth L. Paskett ’09, is a Web Developer and Designer at HotWax Media.

Shaun R. Peterson ’09, works as a Financial Advisor for Peterson Wealth Services.

Daniel L. Rigby ’09, is the CEO of Vooaray International.

Bryce Wayne Traveller ’09, is an Account Sales Executive at Fishbowl Inventory.

Amanda Betty True ’09, works as an HR Manager for Romanos Macaroni Grill.

Craig Joseph Wendler ’09, is a Manager of Strategic Business Developments at inContact.

Kirsten Widdison ’09, works as an Assurance Manager for Mantyla McReynolds.

Broc B. Neagle ’10, is a Software Developer at Axis11.

Eric S. Nielsen ’10, is the VP of Sales for LGCY Power.

David S. Peaden ’10, is an Audit Manager at Eide Bailly.

Alex Putnam ’10, works as a Financial Manager for American Nutrition.

Natali Ruban ’10, is a Senior Consultant at McKinsey & Company.

Gregory S. Sandberg ’10, works as a Physical Therapist for Intermountain Medical Group.

Stephan M. Sturt ’10, is an AVP - Client Services at Verscend Technologies.

Tyson Summers ’10, is an Oracle Application DBA for USAFA.

Frankie Dawn Tate ’10, is a Senior Accountant at bioMerieux.

Adam David Braden ’11, works as a Solution Engineer for Converge One.

Melinda M. Cheeketts ’11, is a Global Mobility Analyst at Textron.

Andrew K. Ercanbrack ’11, works as a Branch Manager for Utah Power Credit Union.


Mark L. Haslam ’11, is a Project Manager at T.R. Spencer and Associates Law Firm.

Shannon Rochelle Hatch ’11, works as a Paraprofessional for Hinton Burdick CPAs and Advisors.

Lindse June Hill ’11, is the Owner of Corda.

Steven Walker Hurd ’11, works as a Senior Auditor for Haynie & Company.

David S. Knighton ’10, is a HR Generalist for Parker Hannifin.

Nathan M. Lott ’11, is a Web Developer at Conserval.

James Ryan Nelson ’11, works as a Consultant for Entrata.

Cassie Purcell ’11, is a Territory Manager at Hammerton.

Melinda A. Ryan ’11, works as a Regional Sales Executive for SAP Software Solutions.

Thad B. Truman ’11, works as a Product Manager for Neovest.

Jialu Zhu ’11, is an Application Developer at Conservie.

Brett David Andrews ’12, works as a Tax Senior Associate for KPMG.

Jill Heather Aoki ’12, is a Senior Accounting Analyst at The Walt Disney Company.

Kevin Lynn Bagley ’12, works as a Bureau Director for State of Utah.

Randall Cotner ’12, is a Test Operator at Varian Medical Systems.

Tyler D. Crump ’12, works as a Product Manager for WorkFront.

Matthew John Davidson ’12, is a Regional Sales Manager at Quansys Biosciences.

Spencer David Duncan ’12, works as a NA Reference Coordinator for Ceridian HCM.

Daniel David Flores ’12, is a Management Consulting Associate at KPMG.

Erik B. Gardner ’12, works as a Tax Senior for Jones Simkins.

Lael Robert Griffith ’12, is a VP of Sales and Marketing at Farm Bureau Insurance.

Taylor Alan Harris ’12, works as a General Manager for The Food Truck League.

Landon Mitchel Hemsley ’12, is a Web Application Developer at Montana Interactive.

Trisha Ann Hunsker ’12, works as an HR Administrator for Harris Research.

Seth F. Israelsen ’12, is an Area Representative at American Jersey Cattle Association.

Nicolas Zeb Izatt ’12, works as a COO for Recovery DME.

Spencer James Jeppsen ’12, is a Tax Associate at Eide Bailly.

Jordan Lang ’12, is a VP of HR at Lakeview Hospital.

Eric L. Levesque ’12, works as an Investor for IDO Investments.

Brent A. Meacham ’12, is a Senior Marketing Analyst at American Express.

Jessica Christine Nield ’12, is a Marketing and Communications Director at World Trade Center-Utah.

Marcos Isais Ortiz Polanco ’12, works as a Project Manager for Claro Dominicana.

Kyle James Peacock ’12, is a Mortgage Sales Manager at US Bancorp.

Eric Porter ’12, is VP of Finance and Administration at DigiCert.

Stephanie D. Shaw ’12, is a Configuration Analyst at Orbital ATK.

Mark L. White ’12, is a Radiation Safety Specialist at Energysolutions.

Chelsea F. Anderson ’13, works as a Tax Associate for Jones Simkins.

Thomas Colbin Barnard ’13, is an HR Analyst at Textron.

Jeremiah Blain ’13, works as a Sales Manager for CentraCom Interactive.

Reese Taylor Brown ’13, is a HR Generalist at Honeywell.

David Ryan Brunner ’13, works as a Sr Project Manager for Acumed.

Sloan Bailey Collins ’13, is a Manager, US Events and Recognition at USAFA.

Dallin Crane ’13, works as a Lead Instructor & Web Developer for DevMountain.

Cassidy L. Creech ’13, is a Plant Production Coordinator at Oakdell Egg Farms.

Scott F. Fowler ’13, works as a Business Intelligence Developer for Thrive Life.

Steven W. Gould ’13, is a Management Consultant at Eagle Hill Consulting.

Derek Layne Hastings ’13, is a Sr HR Generalist at Raytheon.

Kevin C. Hill ’13, works as a Co-Founder of Monumetric.

Robert M. Hoggan ’13, is an Accountant at SelectHealth.

Jared Farrel Imbler ’13, works as a Software Developer for Centevo.

Tyson Paul Irwin ’13, is a Senior Associate at PwC.

Chad Lambert ’13, works as a Senior Accountant for Hinton Burdick CPAs and Advisors.

‘10s

Jason R. Burr ’10, is a Director of Finance at Utah Association of Realtors.

Patrick Lane Cassity ’10, works as an Instructional Designer for Verscend Technologies.

Dustin Coleman ’10, is a Sr. Program Control Analyst at Orbital ATK.

Christopher Earl Cook ’10, works as a Business Analyst for Ident Solutions.

Hyrum C. Cordinglye ’10, is the CSO at Valley View Granite.

Maren Defnes ’10, works as a Recruiting Operations Manager for Zions First National Bank.

Edwin W. Eynon ’10, is a Data Center Administration at Ancestry.com.

Kent R. Kokoed ’10, works as a Senior Consultant for FI Consulting.

Klint G. Lewis ’10, is an Audit Partner at Tanner LLC.

Brady T. Low ’10, works as a Tax Senior Associate for KPMG.

Erika L. Luuk ’10, is a Senior Auditor at Haynie & Company.
Laura Jean Laney ’13, is a Senior Marketing Director at inRiver PIM.
Richard Grant Lee ’13, is the Director of Finance for The Cynosure Group.
Robert Adams Lowe ’13, is a Business Analyst at FreeMotion Fitness.
Zach Kent Luthi ’13, works as a P&I Analyst for Royal Bank of Scotland.
Trent Russell Millet ’13, is a Senior Accountant at Honeyville Food Products.
Eric Wayne Moats ’13, works as a Judicial Law Clerk for the Superior Court of New Jersey.
Spencer A. Montgomery ’13, is a Quantitative Financial Analyst at Clearwater Analytics.
Tyler Nielsen ’13, works as a HR Predictive Analytics Specialist for Honeywell.
Samantha Paige Nielson ’13, is an Audit Associate at Grant Thornton Co.
Andrew J. Noorlander ’13, works as an Associate for G Brown Design.
Robert John Olsen ’13, is a Compensation and Benefits Analyst at Nu Skin International.
Kevin Scott Peaden ’13, works as an Audit Senior for Tanner LLC.
Kameron Ross Perkins ’13, is a Web Developer at Conservae.
Amy J. Petersen ’13, works as a Senior Audit Associate for Tanner LLC.
Sven Poslusny ’13, works as a Sales Executive for Niki Hasler AG- Ferrari.
Teddy Oscar Prettyman ’13, is an HR Generalist at Clyde Companies.
Jacob Leo Rigby ’13, is an Operations & Product Manager for Vooray International.
Markus R. Schuette ’13, is a Digital Analytics Developer at Clearlink.
Reagan A. Shaw ’13, works as a CPA for Jones Simkins.
Jaren K. Simper ’13, is a Controller at Suncrest Home Health & Hospice.
Kirsten M. Sims ’13, works as a Process Engineer for Westech Engineering.
Trevor Greg Stringham ’13, is a Sales Specialist at The Home Depot.
Nikitha Teruballi ’13, works as a Data Analyst for Verscend Technologies.
Yu Zhang ’13, is an Analyst at Select Portfolio Servicing.
Blake R. Andrus ’14, works as an Executive Team Leader for Target.
Justin Michael Bagshaw ’14, is a Financial Analyst at Intermountain Medical Group.
Kierstt Lynn Baxter ’14, works as a Supply Chain Analyst for Elitchgroup.
Jaron Dale Bentrude ’14, is a Manufacturing Engineer at Honeywell.
Russell Thomas Beyersdorf ’14, works as a Database Developer for 4Life Research.
Paul Monroe Clark ’14, works as an Assurance Associate for PwC.
Thomas J. Friesty ’14, works as a Senior Underwriter for TAB Bank.
Andrea R. Gooch ’14, is an Investment and Fiduciary Associate at Wells Fargo.
Kathryn Grover ’14, works as an Audit Senior for Tanner.
Matthew Lex Jones ’14, works as a Strategic Account Manager for ORBICOMM.
Shan Marie Karren ’14, is a Recruiting Coordinator at Pure Storage.
Blake Nathan Kohler ’14, works as a Developer for Centeva.
Bryce Larsen ’14, is a Marketing Manager at ICON Health & Fitness.
Nancy Godfrey Lewis ’14, works as a HR Generalist for Rocky Mountain University of Health Professions.
Dillon Liechty ’14, is the COO at Caribou Memorial Hospital.
Amanda Lundskog ’14, works as a Billing Manager for Conservae.
Jenylm A. Meldrum ’14, is an IT Attestation Associate at KPMG Foundation.
Erik David Mikkelsen ’14, works as a Manager of Field Service Technology for Vivint Smart Home.
Jaron Allen Munk ’14, is a Financial Advisor at Summit Planning.
John Hyrum Nelson ’14, is a Quality Assurance Engineer at Docutech.
Scott Ostermiller ’14, works as a Founder and CEO for Cache Digital Marketing.
Sydney Sue Panter ’14, is an Accountant at Gossner Foods.
Jessica Ann Quinn ’14, works as a Secondary Market Officer for Idaho Central Credit Union.
Jonathan Miner Rogers ’14, is a Financial Advisor at Zions First National Bank.
Marcus James Schmidt ’14, works as a Business Analyst for AgReserves.
Clint Smith ’14, is a Tax Professional at Jones Simkins.
Phillip Smith ’14, works as a Manager of Business Intelligence and Reporting for CNH Industrial.
Kaylee Jean Spendlove ’14, is a Tax Associate at Jones Simkins.
Jory Brent Spotts ’14, works as a Credit Analyst/Loan Officer for Cache Valley Bank.
Katrine Stautland ’14, is an HR Generalist at BP.
Benjamin McKay Stewart ’14, works as a Sales and Marketing Manager for SHFT Gear.
Brian Eugene Tippett ’14, is a Tax Consultant at Deloitte & Touche.
Parker Bentley Van Wagoner ’14, works as a Buyer for Koch Industries.
Zachary J. Vigil ’14, works as a Football Player-Linebacker at Washington Redskins.
Chad John Wallentine ’14, works as a Tax Professional for Jones Simkins.
Nicholas E. Wilson ’14, is an Accountant at UMB Fund Services.
Richard Dwight Winters ’14, works as a Sales Manager for Sew Easy Industries.
Nicholas R. Wuthrich ’14, is a Web Developer at Conservae.
Timothy Youngberg ’14, works as an Assurance Associate for PwC.
Michael Anthony Alder ’15, is an Associate at PwC.
Saad Hammad AlMansouri ’15, works as an Economic Researcher for the Qatar Ministry of Finance.
Jacob D. Anderson ’15, is a Business Intelligence Developer at Allegiant Travel.
Matthew Duane Anderson ’15, works as an Information Systems Security Analyst for Intermountain Medical Group.
Annise Asiasi ’15, is a Lifecycle Deployment Analyst at Workday.
Michael LeRoy Balls ’15, is an Associate IT Analyst at GE Healthcare.
Andy Bartholomew ’15, is a SQL Programmer at Kettle Cuisine.
Jacob Leon Bartholomew ’15, works as an Assistant Controller for Live Communications, Inc.
Sean P. Bass ’15, is a Commissions Analyst at LifeVantage Corporation.
Chad Rayce Bell ’15, works as a HR Generalist for Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold, Inc.
Ryan Oliver Bentall ’15, is an Administrative Sales Operations Coordinator at Packsize International.
Tanner James Boden ’15, works as a Business Analyst for eBay.
Michael T. Boudreau ’15, is a Sales Analyst at ICON Health & Fitness.
Matthew J. Box ’15, works as a HSE Advisor for Rio Tinto Minerals.
Jordan Michael Brandley ’15, is an Analyst at Progressive Casualty Insurance.
Kenyon Brems ’15, works as an IT and Customer Support Manager for Airbbox.
Tylor James Broadbent ’15, works as a Human Resources Generalist for Honeywell.
Jonathan Owen Brown ’15, is a Staff Accountant at LeisureLink.
Andrew John Buckley ’15, is a Derivatives Specialist at Charles Schwab.
If you are a business owner poised to scale to the next level, the Huntsman Venture Forum is for you. HVF is bringing together venture capital and an incredible team of sponsors to provide the training and support that Utah businesses need to grow at home. Register to attend or apply to compete in the HVF Showcase – a pitch competition – to win prizes, publicity, and potential investments. Full agenda and competition details are available at www.partners.usu.edu.
High Flyer

Tom Hunsaker ’02, BS Business Administration & Marketing, is Principal Consultant and Managing Member of Hunsaker Consulting Group, LLC. He specializes in strategic leadership, change management, process improvement, business development and has deep subject matter expertise in technologies to include launch, micro space systems in both government, civilian, commercial and international markets. Tom joined the Air Force in 2003 and was assigned to Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. In 2007, he left active duty to complete a Masters of Business Administration Degree and return to the industry as a consultant.

Tom has consulted and partnered with notable US government clients to include the Missile Defense Agency (MDA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Tom is also an Air Force Reservist with the Reserve National Security Space Institute at Peterson AFB, where he is a member of the faculty and teaches graduate level leadership, management and space courses. He is married to Kelly Jeanne Penrose and is the spoiled and lucky father of five beautiful daughters.

Tom says his involvement with the USU ROTC program let him manage an $8 million budget for a new rocket system right out of college. After that experience he knew he wanted to consult in the aerospace industry.

Tom’s message to current students and recent graduates is that today’s technology and flexible business environment allows the opportunity to shape innovative careers to individual and family desires and needs. “USU helped springboard my career in this direction, providing skills in business and aerospace. I chose to focus my career in a way that I could prioritize time with my family. A career is just one piece of your life – notice trends, network like crazy, create your own opportunities, leverage technology, do good work and you can be innovative in the way you shape your career to yours and your family’s advantage.”

Tom’s advice for those interested in independent or freelance consulting:

1. Establish relationships – People don’t hire consultants by looking in the yellow pages, they ask their friends and business partners for recommendations.
2. Establish niches – There are lots of generalist consultants, but none of them stay in business for long. Create a specialty that people are willing to pay for.
3. Establish networks - Connect and share work with other consultants who have complimentary expertise.
4. Establish resourcefulness - Learn to proactively manage revenue to accommodate for slower months. You can live on less than you think.
5. Establish multiple streams of income – Speaking engagements, subscription analysis, additional complimentary products and services etc.
6. Establish mentors – Communicate with your mentors often. Learn from their experiences and ask lots of questions.
7. Establish blended business and family goals - It’s been said that you “can always make another dollar, but you can’t make another minute.” This is true, but they are NOT mutually exclusive, make your time worth money (and you will have plenty of both).

Sierra Butterfield ’15, works as a Marketing Coordinator for KLASOREM Research.
Nathan T. Call ’15, works as a Technical Support Engineer for EMC.
Shane B. Cardon ’15, works as a Farming Manager for Riverview Ranch.
Adam M. Carter ’15, is an EDE Setup Specialist at Conserve.
Spencer Champlin ’15, works as a Financial Analyst at INVESTA.
Jordan Douglas Christensen ’15, is an Assurance Associate at PwC.
Zachary Charles Christensen ’15, works as an Associate Engineer for CoorsTek Medical.
Brennan M. Coburn ’15, is an Accounts Receivable Manager at Qualtrics.
Adam Condie ’15, works as a Strategic HR Professional for Conservice.
Tyler J. Crandall ’15, is a Technical Consultant at DigitalOcean.
Daniel Gary Crawforth ’15, works as an Operations Lead for Accretive Health.
Riley S. Crosbie ’15, works as a Director of Financial Planning at Adams Wealth Advisors.
Tanner Tessmer Dance ’15, works as a Director of Trading and Research for Adams Wealth Advisors.
Douglas D. Deakin ’15, is an Assistant Wholesale Manager at Ellis Equipment.
Christopher N. Elliott ’15, is a Tax Associate at Eide Bailly.
Lynn Ann Erickson ’15, works as a HR Generalist for Nestle Frozen Food.
Mckenzie Fullmer ’15, is a Reconciliation Analyst at Clearwater Analytics.
Bryce C. Goodin ’15, works as an Accountant for Ceridian.
Hong Gu ’15, is a Tax Operation Management at Goldman, Sachs, and Company.
Robert William Guymon ’15, works as a Junior Analyst for TCB Composite.
Thomas Harper ’15, is a Business Advisor at United Services Automobile Association.
Joshua B. Hartung ’15, works as a Labor Relations Associate for Ford Motor Company.
Scott Allan Harward ’15, is a Marketing Coordinator at ICON Health & Fitness.
Lance Forrest Hendricks ’15, works as a Credit Analyst at Brighton Bank.
Morgan A. Japkisch ’15, is a Project Manager at MRM//McCann.
Andrew Christian Jarchow ’15, works as an Account Manager for Trupanion.
Christopher Jex ’15, is an Asset Specialist at Alpine Companies.
Hannah Shea Johnson ’15, is a Marketing Specialist for ApplicantPro.
Nathan Kory Johnson ’15, is an Account Manager at Iworq Systems.
Ryan J. Johnson ’15, works as a Sales Operation Manager for International Fulfillment Solutions.
Braiden Scott Jones ’15, is a Technical Support Engineer at Incomm.
Preston Jurinak ’15, is an Account Manager at Iworq Systems.
Cory Keller ’15, works as a Credit Analyst for Zions First National Bank.
Ranjeet Singh Kushwaha ’15, is a Software Developer at C Squared Systems.
Jalyn A. Labosky ’15, works as a Technical Support Engineer for UK2 Group.

Brian Larsen ’15, is a Senior Operations/Financial Analyst at Verscend Technologies.

Riley L. Larsen ’15, works as an Operations Analyst for Goldman, Sachs, and Company.

Tanner Larsen ’15, is a Cost Analyst/Program Cost Coordinator at Space Dynamics Laboratory.

Adam Lattin ’15, is a Project Manager at Consolidated Electrical Distributors.

Gregory D. Laufer ’15, works as a Continuous Improvement Engineer for Orbital ATK.

Jaxon R. Law ’15, is an Audit Associate at Eide Bailly.

Tyler Livingston ’15, is a Controller at Magnus Commercial Properties.

Wai Shan Lo ’15, works as a Marketing Operations Specialist for MRM/McCann.

John Martin Lundin ’15, works as a Program Finance Analyst for BAE Systems.

Brenton K. Lusk ’15, is an Associate Product Manager at EMC Corporation.

David Rodney Mayes ’15, is a Web Developer at Xactware.

Justin Lowell Merrell ’15, is a Business Development Representative for Progexon.

Matthew Gary Miles ’15, is Senior Audit Associate at Ernst & Young.

Steven Ray Mitton ’15, is a Director of Operations for Ben Lomond Landscape Maintenance.

Eric Ray Moody ’15, works as a Technical Support Engineer for WestHost.

Ryan Muir ’15, works as a Marketing Director for Franklin Covey.

Sally Renee Newton ’15, is the HR Director for Extra Space Storage.

An Viet Thuy Nguyen ’15, is an Operations Analyst at Goldman, Sachs, and Company.

Andrew Nathan Nickerson ’15, works as a Project Manager at Cricut.

Jameson D. Olsen ’15, works as a Social Media Strategist for ICON Health & Fitness, Inc.

Kayla Parker ’15, is a BI Representative at Journal Technologies.

Vishal Patel ’15, works as a Business Analyst for Utah Health Information Network.

Logan Robert Pett ’15, is a Risk Specialist at Zions First National Bank.

Keegan T. Phillips ’15, works as a Macro Strategies Research Associate for Loomis Sayles & Co.

Ryan Delmer Reese ’15, works as a Fund Accountant for Strata Fund Services.

Emmanuel Rubio ’15, is an Industrial Engineer at JBS Beef.

Jordan Craig Rupp ’15, is a Financial Analyst for Podium.

Pusphak Sahu ’15, works as a Software Engineer for Ivanti.

Kyle G. Severn ’15, works as a HR Generalist for Raytheon.

Dallin H. Swainston ’15, is a Crude Oil Marketer at Pinnacle Energy Marketing.

Rebecca Thorpe ’15, works as a Landscape Designer for Applewood Tree & Landscape.

Michael Tolman ’15, works as a Sr. Technical Product Manager for Ancestry.com.

Klare Wagner ’15, is a Department Manager at Intermountain Medical Group.

Brian N. White ’15, is an Inside Sales Representative at Portworx.

Parker Christian Winters ’15, is a Sales Operations Data Analyst at Qualtrics.

Stephen Wayne Wood ’15, works as a Business Development Representative for Ball Ventures.

Michael Nicholas Acord ’16, is an Audit Associate for Deloitte & Touche.

Akhil Reddy Alluri ’16, is a Developer at Collaborate Solutions.

Brendan Mark Anderson ’16, is a Digital Service Advisor at Larry H. Miller Group of Companies.

Nathan Anderson ’16, works as a Consultant, Global People Development for VMware.

Shane H. Anderson ’16, is a Vice President at C & H Construction Company.

Solomon Stokes Anderson ’16, is an Accountant for Crescent Hotels & Resorts.

Valerie Anderson ’16, is an Audit Associate at Tanner LLC.

Viviane Smitha Baji ’16, is a Research Analyst at WestWater Research.

Brok J. Bardsey ’16, works as an Audit Associate for Eide Bailly.

Spencer D. Beard ’16, is a Jr. Analyst at Goldman, Sachs, and Company.

Jacob Lee Bednar ’16, works as an Operations Analyst for Morgan Stanley Wealth Management.

Joshua Sterling Billin ’16, is a Demand Forecaster at Melaleuca.

Michael Theodore Bills ’16, works as an Audit Assistant for Deloitte & Touche.

Rachel J. Borenstad ’16, works as a Project Manager for EMC.

Stephen Boyack ’16, works as an Area HR Business Partner for US Foodservice.

Riley Evan Brown ’16, works as an Audit Associate for Eide Bailly.

Brady Casaday ’16, is an Account Manager at Instructure Canvas.

Ross Cavancieri ’16, works as a System Engineer for PrinterLogic.

Estephan A. Cespedes ’16, is an Insurance Representative at State Farm.

Joshua Wayne Chafin ’16, works as an Audit Senior for Tanner.

Jacob L. Christensen ’16, is a HR Coordinator at Post Consumer Brands.

McKay Erlich Cowdin ’16, works as a Senior Systems Administrator and Project Manager for Fidelity Investments.

Michael DeMotte ’16, works as a Finance Manager for Intermountain Medical Group.

Kyle F. Draper ’16, is a Transportation Planning Specialist at KBX Logistics.

Spencer D. Beard ’16, is a Jr. Analyst at Goldman, Sachs, and Company.

Jacob Lee Bednar ’16, works as an Operations Analyst for Morgan Stanley Wealth Management.

Joshua Sterling Billin ’16, is a Demand Forecaster at Melaleuca.

Michael Theodore Bills ’16, works as an Audit Assistant for Deloitte & Touche.

Rachel J. Borenstad ’16, works as a Project Manager for EMC.

Stephen Boyack ’16, works as an Area HR Business Partner for US Foodservice.

Riley Evan Brown ’16, works as an Audit Associate for Eide Bailly.

Brady Casaday ’16, is an Account Manager at Instructure Canvas.

Ross Cavancieri ’16, works as a System Engineer for PrinterLogic.

Estephan A. Cespedes ’16, is an Insurance Representative at State Farm.

Joshua Wayne Chafin ’16, works as an Audit Senior for Tanner.

Jacob L. Christensen ’16, is a HR Coordinator at Post Consumer Brands.

McKay Erlich Cowdin ’16, works as a Senior Systems Administrator and Project Manager for Fidelity Investments.

Michael DeMotte ’16, works as a Finance Manager for Intermountain Medical Group.

Kyle F. Draper ’16, is a Transportation Planning Specialist at KBX Logistics.
Amber Sue Lynn Driggs ’16, works as an Operations Analyst for Goldman Sachs, and Company.

Keven C. Duncan ’16, works as a Business Analyst for Cerco Group.

Mitchell Jay Edgar ’16, is a Software Engineer at Ivanti.

Morgan Dennis Ellis ’16, works as an Auditor for KPMG.

Timothy Norman Finlinson ’16, is an IT Manager at Nu Skin International.

Brian J. Floyd ’16, works as a Financial Institution Specialist for the FDIC.

Jacob John Fryer ’16, works as an Assurance Associate for PwC.

Benjamin George ’16, is a Business Development Manager at RiverRunners.

Tyler Gregerson ’16, is a Business Development Representative at Lucid Software.

Heber O. Guzman ’16, works as a Database Systems Administrator for Insure-Rite.

Jaron G. Hadley ’16, is a Marketing Risk Analyst at Koch Supply & Trading.

Sonya Hrachya Hakobyan ’16, works as an Investment Banking Analyst for Goldman Sachs, and Company.

Jonathan B. Hancock ’16, works as a HR Business Partner for SelectHealth.

Cody W. Harding ’16, works as a Senior Commercial Finance Leader for GE Healthcare.

Jameson Hartman ’16, works as an Investment Analyst for Goldman Sachs, and Company.

Dusty Hayes ’16, is an Advertising Specialist at Kite Media.

Kyle Craig Hepworth ’16, is a Tax Associate at Tanner.

Abram Josiah Higley ’16, works as a Head of Research & Development for Automated Dairy Systems.

Patrick Joseph Hill ’16, is a Business Development Specialist at Propoint.

Christopher David Hunsaker ’16, is an Operations Manager at Pro Building Services.

Aaron G. Hunt ’16, works as a Business Analyst for HealthEquity.

Jefferson Chase Hunt ’16, is a Sales Replenishment Analyst at ICON Health & Fitness.

Adam Johnson ’16, is a Content Administrator at Ancestry.com.

Dillon Lee Jones ’16, works as an Audit Associate for PwC.

Dylan C. Jones ’16, is a Communications and Marketing Specialist at Tri City Americans.

Jed C. Jones ’16, works as an Account Manager for Valley Wide Cooperative.

Shawn Josephson ’16, works as an Aviation Purchasing and Logistics Specialist for Air Medical Resource Group.

Nathan E. Kasprian ’16, is a Consumer Underwriter at Zions First National Bank.

Tyler Gregerson ’16, is a Business Development Representative at Lucid Software.

Alyssa Kohler ’16, works as an Audit Associate for Eide Bailly.

Benjamin Langley ’16, is an Assistant Accountant, Project Manager at Valley Behavioral Health.

David C. Lee ’16, works as a Corporate Account Executive for Qualtrics.

Kyle Robert Loveland ’16, works as a Director of Nutritional/Volunteer Services for Madison Memorial Hospital.

Frederick Lucero ’16, is a Master CRM Administrator – Digital Media at Ken Garff Auto Group.

Scott R. Lyon ’16, works as a Staff Auditor for Jones Simkins.

Anne M. Martin ’16, is a Web Application Developer at Union Pacific Railroad Employees Health Systems.

Jacob Thomas McNeil ’16, works as an Assurance Associate for PwC.

Martin Meifu ’16, is a Design Manager at Truss Plant.

Brady John Mendenhall ’16, works as a Sr Investment Accountant for Intermountain Healthcare.

Daniel W. Meszaros ’16, is the Director of Marketplaces at Enso Rings.

Allyson Milligan ’16, works as an Assurance Associate for KPMG.

Taylor B. Moore ’16, is a Credit Analyst at Zions First National Bank.

Ryan Nelson ’16, is a Marketing Coordinator at Sunrise Engineering.

Michael J. Nielsen ’16, works as a Financial Analyst for L-3 Communications.

Katrina C. Nieveen ’16, works as an Advisory Consultant for Deloitte.

Trevor Pace ’16, is a Material Control Analyst at L-3 Communications.

Mani Kumar Pantangi ’16, works as a Sr. Analyst Customer Analytics for The Home Depot.

Asrak Papazyan ’16, is an Acquisition Project Manager at Ginosi Apartments.

Devin J. Peterson ’16, works as an Accountant for LGCY Power.

Scott M. Plamondon ’16, is the Co-Founder & VP Architecture at Obvian.

Steven Kyle Post ’16, is an IT Project Technical Coordinator at Unysis.

David Pugmire ’16, works as a HR Generalist at Nu Skin.

Rachel Randall ’16, works as a Controller for Valley Implement.

Victoria Scottie Rasmussen ’16, is a Project Coordinator at Event.

Tyson Kent Reid ’16, is an Associate Product Manager at Veeder-Root.

Sainath Revankar ’16, works as a Software Engineer for Axis41.

Cole P. Richards ’16, is an Assurance Experienced Associate at PwC.

Wayne Michael Ririe ’16, works as an Audit Associate for Eide Bailly.

Taylor Barry Vance ’16, works as a Tax Associate for Jones Simkins.

Steve Andrew Warren ’16, works as a Data Architect for HealthCatalyst.

Taylor Brock Whitehead ’16, works as a Project Manager for Nifty Marketing.

Zachary Whitelock ’16, is an HR Generalist at Air Products & Chemicals.

Amanda Christy Whitleck ’16, works as a Partner Relations Specialist for Digicert.

Cassie Whitlock ’16, is a Director of HR at BambooHR.

David Scott Whittaker ’16, works as a Director of Marketing for Monkey Bar Storage.

Dillon Smith Wilson ’16, is a Software Design Engineer at Huntsman Cancer Institute.

Tyler Wolfley ’16, works as an Audit Associate for Tanner.
Ying Xu ’16, is a Credit Analyst at Asia Pacific Groups.
Christopher D. Yashko ’16, works as a Software Developer for Journal Technologies.
Kimberly Naomi Young ’16, works as an Accounting Technician at WCF Insurance.
Trevor Kade Andersen ’17, works as a Lead Web Developer for The Startup Space.
Ronald Anderson ’17, is an Auditor at Defense Contract Audit Agency.
Timothy Bradshaw ’17, is a Sr. Financial Analyst at Intermountain Medical Group.
Bryce Cunningham ’17, works as a Retirement Manager for Fidelity Investments.
Zachary Geddes Chugg ’17, is a Financial Advisor at Edward Jones Investments.
Steven J. Clark ’17, works as a Director of Business Development for Hitachi.
Austin Dale Dickson ’17, works as an Audit Associate for Haynie & Company.
Phil Bridger Harding ’17, works as an Operations Manager for NiTOR.
Gregory A. Henderson, Jr. ’17, works as a SQA Engineer for MasterControl.
Ryan Lloyd Hicks ’17, works as a Regional Manager Continuous Improvement for Intermountain Medical.
Ryan Jackson ’17, works as a Sales Director for Qualtrics.
Michael George Kane ’17, is a Tax Associate at Deloitte & Touche.
Ryan Thomas Lewis ’17, works as a Research Analyst for Adams Wealth Advisors.
Alexander Fleming Pohl ’17, works as a Content Analyst for Verisys Corporation.

Annie Pundir ’17, works as a Data Analyst for Progression.
Austin Rottman ’17, is an Assurance Associate at PwC.
Terri Jo Steele ’17, works as a Project Manager for Weir Specialty Pumps.
William Thompson ’17, works as a Director Business Development for Woodtec Global.
Michael Jacob Zajac ’17, works as a Partner Manager for Pinterest.

IN MEMORY

of Huntsman Alumni and Friends

Ivan K. Alder ’62
Stephen J. Allan ’73
Stanley L. Allen, Jr.
Donna Jean Anderson ’72
Norma B. Anderson ’50
Pat R. Anderson ’96
Edward L. Barrett, Jr. ’38
Kevin S. Barrett ’82
Elizabeth Bateman ’49
John R. Baugh ’85
Chad H. Blackham ’85
Jerry Glen Bott ’72
Roger G. Bunker ’97
Joanne W. Burnett ’65
Peter D. Campbell ’79
Phyllis Marie Campbell ’79
G. Dene Carson ’64
Helen A. Champ
Leah P. Christensen ’55
Aurelia N. Clemons ’66

John Ross Clyde ’60
Dr. Frank A. Condie ’53
Douglas R. Cummings ’57
Richard C. Dickinson ’74
Marilyn Y. Duffy ’83
Shauna Smith Eccles ’55
Dr. Peter M. Ellis
Zane A. Erickson ’75
Steven Espinoza ’13
Dale Fillmore ’71
Greg S. Fehrer ’92
Marilyn Fryer ’79
Valarie S. Gessel
Jill Gihring ’72
James M. Greenhalgh ’46
Steven M. Guy ’84
Ray L. Hadley ’37
Jerald Denzel Hansen ’61
Charles H. Hardy ’48
Julie E. Haycock ’86
Alan Don Housley ’71
Margaret I. James ’47
Leroy D. Johnson ’59
Wyatt F. Kennedy ’11
Robert M. Lamkin, Jr. ’61
Lt Col Dwendon M. Lee ’54
Geniel A. Loveless ’74
Michael M. Meek ’01
Elaine Melcomian ’56
Dr. Gene W. Miller ’50
Colonel Joseph Miller, Jr. ’69
Shirley Millet ’55
Grant C. Mohlman ’63
Robert W. Molen ’51
Beverlee Z. Murray ’52
Robert B. Murray ’51
Claire A. Nielsen ’51
Erle C. Oman ’72
Dale D. Pincombe ’93

L. Brent Plowman ’67
Debbie Ann Ralphs ’86
Dr. Vincent L. Rees ’35
Norma Roberts ’79
Dan C. Russell ’52
Manon C. Russell ’53
Kent B. Sanders ’61
David L. Seria ’02
Steven R. Smith ’79
James W. Taylor ’50
Lucy Ann Thompson ’77
Mary I. Twitchell ’49
Carma G. Watts
Dominic A. Welch ’57
Steve Williams ’89
Dr. Thomas L. Williams ’64
Wade Walker Workman ’92
Rulon J. Yorgason ’47